French Deployment Guideline
The French Army has the following Compulsory deployments imposed on it:
Reserve Brigade of the 6th Corps
1 Infantry Division (46,75 Ligne, 2 & 10 Legere)
1 Cavalry Brigade (4 & 5th Chevauleger Lancier, 1 & 6th Chasseur a cheval)
3 8pdrs (Battery 15)
Within 18 inches of the Bridge over the Tiefefluss.
Sole purpose it to protect the river crossing
Reserve Brigade of the 1st Corps
1 Infantry Division (Vistula Legion-2 batts, Neuchatel & 45th de ligne)
4 6pdrs(Battery 20)
Anywhere on or behind a line running Kupferstadt – der Alte Mann –
Adlerhafen- Kopf des Mönchs- Flüssgarten and forward of Sigmindhaus
and der Grössegrunewald
These battalions can be separated and WILL count as supported (even if
isolated) IF they are within a village. Villages count a cover.
Army Reserve Artillery
3 Batteries(1,3 & 5) of 4 12 pdrs.
These may be separated. They can be deployed anywhere in line with the
overall deployment instructions but if they are lost the French Army will
receive penalties against any potential result of the game.
Cavalry
The supporting cavalry brigade of either 2nd OR 3rd Corps must be deployed
forward as a picket in line with the advance posts of the army –
Flüssgarten- Alderhafen-Kupferstadt?

The rest of the Army
may be deployed as the generals see fit anywhere ON or BEHIND the line:
Sigmundhaus- der Alte mann- Kopf des Mönchs – Flüssgarten.
NOTES
There are partially rebuilt earth forts from the Seven Years War on Kopf des
Mönchs and the Lange Kante. French engineers have worked on these over the
last two days. Each would provide hard cover for an infantry regiment or an
artillery battery. They can be used. Slopes of the Kopf are very steep.
Sigmundshaus is a walled manor and will count as hard cover into which half a
battalion may be placed.

